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Bologna Invisible Walls project constitutes a reaction to Con-fine Art call for entries able to intercept 
and amaze a multitude of diverse users through an augmented urban experience.

Rather than limiting the intervention both in spatial and physical terms, this proposal extends the 
project site to the whole city core and acquires an intangible form.

More specifically Bologna Invisible Walls gives back to the city - in a virtual way - the three devices 
that, one after the other, defined its growing perimeter: the three city walls called Cerchia di Selenite 
(undefined between 400-700 a.d.), Cerchia dei Mille (1000 a.d.), and La Circla (1300 a.d.) that have 

been almost utterly demolished or absorbed by the built environment.

The visitor - either tourist or citizen - is therefore projected in a perceptual and didactic experience 
both during his urban navigation and while admiring the city from above. He becomes aware of the 
historical growth of the city through the possibility of perceiving the actual presence of the 

obliterated walls in their very position.

Bologna Invisible Walls offers a 360° mixed reality (MR) experience, combining urban reality and 
virtual rendering through the use of the most advanced technologies that our everyday smartphones 

can already run.

The 3D of the city walls will be realized and geolocated in the physical environment. A very simple 
user friendly app, using GPS and camera of the smartphone, will work as interface between user, 
virtual walls, and the environment. All the data regarding the mutual position of user and virtual walls 
will be elaborated and the app will be able of revealing the walls inserted on site on our smartphones' 
screens. The app - in order to assure accessibility and simplicity of use - will include a map and a 
series of other features that can help the user in bumping into the walls’ fragments throughout the 

city and in collecting information about the three successive perimeters.

Even though the smartphone alone will be enough to visualize the intervention, cardboard 
head-mounted supports will be made available in several selected sites throughout the city of 
Bologna (e.g. Palazzo Belloni, the accessible panoramic towers, other touristic hotspots) in order to 

achieve a deeper mixed reality immersion.

Let's get lost in the centre of Bologna, like Lucio Dalla's Berliner tourist, discovering its invisible walls.
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